Abstract:

Visual scene understanding has traditionally focused on identifying objects in images learning to predict their presence and spatial extent. However, understanding a visual scene often goes beyond recognizing individual objects. In my thesis (guided by Prof. Ullman), I mainly focused on developing task-dependent network, that uses processing instructions to guide the functionality of a shared network via an additional task input. In addition, I also studied strategies for incorporating relational information into recognition pipelines to efficiently extract structures of interest from the scene. In the scope of high level scene understanding, which might be dominated by recognizing a rather small number of objects and relations, the above task-dependent scheme naturally allows goal-directed scene interpretation by either a single step or by a sequential execution with a series of different TD instructions. It simplifies the use of referring relations, grounds requested visual concepts back into the image-plane and improves combinatorial generalization, essential for AI systems, by using structured representations and computations. In the scope of multi-task learning the above scheme offers an alternative to the popular multi-branched architecture, which simultaneously execute all tasks using task-specific branches on top of a shared backbone, challenges capacity limitations, increases task selectivity, allows scalability and further tasks extensions. Results will be shown in various applications: object detection, visual grounding, properties classification, human-object interactions and general scene interpretation.
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